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Abstract!
  With the current prevalence of online and distance learning, videos 
are becoming a larger part of our education system. It is important that 
we be able to fully utilize the potential of videos as education tools. 
Videos make use of more senses than just printed materials, and 
provide greater flexibility for both teachers and students (Bevan). What 
qualities make a good educational video? We believe that to be 
effective at teaching a video needs to be interesting enough to 
students’ attention and have enough information to be useful. By 
surveying a number of college students, we were able to support my 
hypothesis. With this information, we will be able to better select and 
create instructional videos both in academia and in the world at large.!
Purpose!
The purpose of this research is to identify the style of videos that are 
most effective for teaching students outside of the classroom.!
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Questions, Hypotheses, and Predictions!
Question: How does a video’s presentation impact its educational value?!
Hypothesis: If an informative video is also entertaining, then students will 
learn more from that video.!
Prediction: The video that is the highest combined informative and 
entertainment score will be the one students would learn the most from. 
Methods and Experimental Design!
    First, we found a collection of videos about a single subject, World War 2, 
that represented a variety of different styles. Using these videos, we created 
a survey that asked each participant to rate each video on a scale from 1 to 
5, with 5 being the most and 1 being the least, on how entertaining and how 
informative the video was. To save time, we asked each respondent to only 
watch a small portion of each video. !
   At the end of the survey, participants were instructed to select a single 
video style for each of the following questions:!
• Which video style would you EXPECT to be required to watch for class?!
• Which video style would you PREFER to be required to watch for class?!
• Which video would you LEARN the most from?     
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Conclusions!
Videos are becoming a critical tool in teaching students across all 
disciplines.  However, the style of video that both engages students 
and helps teach the focal concept is not clear.  Here, we show that 
humor and other engaging approaches mixed with accurate, but 
focused content is the preferred video type of students.  In short, 
videos that simply utilize “content visuals” and music are not 
enough to fully engage students.!
Future Directions!
   The next step in this research would be to perform an 
experiment to verify the results of my survey. Ideally the 
experiment would actually test how effective various video styles 
are at instructing students by performing a series of memory 
tests over time. The survey only identifies what students believe 
to be effective instructional videos. An experiment would either 
support or dispute this claim with empirical evidence.!
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Results!
The video style that has the highest combined score is Style B. Style B was 
also the video style was most often identified as the style that students would 
learn the most from. This supports our hypothesis. !
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Style A 
Very entertaining. Large scope and 
not very in-depth. Not intended to be 
taken seriously. 
Style B 
Part of the popular “Crash Course” series. 
Moderate levels of humor. Summarizes a 
single period of history. More serious than 
Style A. 
Style C 
Facts presented visually with an 
instrumental soundtrack. 
Style E 
A recording of a live lecture. There are 
no visual aides. The information 
presented is very in-depth and 
detailed. 
Style D 
Detailed information is presented verbally 
while the narrator indicates key locations 
and terms on a map. 
